
BEST DOG PERFORMANCES by Kevin Clarke
Who doesn’t love a good pup!? Nobody, that’s who! These dogs represent, in my mind, some of the very
best dogs performing as dogs. Youmay notice some of the more obvious, showymovie dogs missing from
this list, which is by design. No stupid pet tricks here. No talking, anthropomorphized animals (sorry BABE
movies). No pandering or mugging for the camera. Just canines being canines to the best of their abilities.
If there were an Academy Award for dogs, these guys would all go home with the gold!

THE ROAD WARRIOR (1982)(DIR. GEORGE MILLER)☐
The greatest silver screen dog of all time. Max's one true friend,
known only as "Dog." George Miller and cinematographer Dean
Semler have nothing but nice things to say about her in their Blu-ray
commentary track.

E.T. (1982)(DIR. STEVEN SPEILBERG)☐
Harvey, Elliot’s golden retriever, who is way more level-headed
about this whole spaceman business than any dog should be
expected to be. He even runs up the spaceship ramp at the end,
ready to head off into the cosmos (but to no avail)!

WHITE DOG (1982)(DIR. SAMUEL FULLER)☐
Hans, Folsom, Son, Buster and Duke; all credited as playing the
un-named, titular white dog. Maverick director Samuel Fuller’s
last American movie. A controversial (at the time, unreleased in
the United States), hard-hitting, tragic, unvarnished attack on
racism, and the structures that teach and breed racism. As
relevant now as it was when it was made.

THE THING (1982)(DIR. JOHN CARPENTER)☐
Jed, as the most intense dog ever filmed. My favorite
performance in the movie (sorry Kurt). Honestly, one of the most
controlled performances, human or canine, in the history of
cinema. And he’d better have gotten a whole damn rib-eye steak
after suffering the dog pen sequence.

UMBERTO D. (1952)(DIR. VITTORIO DE SICA)☐
Umberto’s terrier Flike (played by Napoleone), as the only one keeping
an old man from ending it all. The final scene with Flike, Umberto and
a train is one of the most heart-rending scenes in all of cinema. I agree
with director Vittorio De Sica, this is his best film.



MY DOG SKIP (2000)(DIR. JAY RUSSELL)☐
We see the entire life of precocious Jack Russell terrier Skip, as
narrated by his owner (Frankie Muniz as a kid in ‘40s America, Harry
Connick, Jr. as the adult voice-over). Enzo and Moose play grown-up
Skip, with Sweetie as lil puppy Skip. There are few things as heart-
breaking as losing a pet, even when they’ve grown old, and seeing
old Skip at the end of his life…I’m not gonna lie, I’m getting a little
teared-up just thinking about it. Also features great non-dog
performances from Kevin Bacon and Diane Lane.

WHITE GOD (2014)(DIR. KORNEL MUNDRUCZO)☐
After 13-year-old Lili’s dog Hagen (played by Bodie and Luke) is
tossed out on the streets by her father, he must learn to survive on
the brutal, harsh streets of Budapest. The movie follows Hagen as he
makes friends with other homeless dogs and attempts to avoid
capture by the animal control people. The astounding climax
involves Hagen leading an army of dogs (250 dogs, according to
Wikipedia!) on a mad rampage through the city, ending with one of
the spookier moments of calm ever filmed. Also, according to
Wikipedia, most of the dogs were from rescue shelters and 98% of
them were adopted or re-homed following the movie.

MEGAN LEAVEY (2017)(DIR. GABRIELA

COWPERTHWAITE)☐
An underseen gem of a movie based on the true story of Marine
Megan Leavey’s (a never-better Kate Mara) tour in Iraq, where she is
teamed with combat dog Rex (played by German Shepherd Varco) to
find IED’s, and their subsequent trials dealing with PTSD back in the
real world. A tear-jerker that earns every tear.

JOHN WICK 3 (2019)(DIR. CHAD STAHELSKI)☐
Five Belgian Malinois, Santana, Tai, Sam 7, Boyca, and Ikar
played Sofia's (Halle Berry) two badass bodyguard pups. At
once deadly and adorable while donning their doggie-sized
bulletproof vests. The dogs vs. bad guys action sequence is a
thing I never knew I needed to see so badly until I had.

ONCE UPON A TIME...IN
HOLLYWOOD (2019)(DIR. QUENTIN TARANTINO)☐
Sayuri as Brandy, Cliff Booth's (Brad Pitt) loyal pit-bull. She's as
believable dispensing brutal justice upon some of history's
greatest monsters as she is eagerly awaiting her evening meal
from her favorite stuntman. A very well-rounded performance.

PATERSON (2017)(DIR. JIM JARMUSCH)☐
English Bulldog Nellie as "Marvin" is the ultimate Jarmusch
dog. He Just wants to be walked. Will destroy your precious
poems, unprompted. Mostly just hangs around looking a little
sad for no real reason. Like the Adam Driver of dogs.


